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Tax Reforms in Greece
The Hellenic Parliament, with the purpose of meeting the
financial targets of the third bailout program, adopted the
new Laws 4387/2016 and 4389/2016 by virtue of which
significant changes have been introduced to the Hellenic
Tax Regime.
Read More

Amendments in the jurisdictions of BVI &
Belize
In the jurisdictions of BVI and Belize, legislative amendments
have already been or are expected to be implemented,
focusing mainly on the global trend on transparency.
Read More

Ukraine’s new law on protection of investors'
rights
The Law No. 289VIII, dated 7 April 2015, regarding the
improvement of the legal framework for protection of
investors’ rights in Ukraine came into effect on 1st May
2016.
Read More

Changing the main business activity code of a
FYR Macedonian company
All resident companies incorporated under FYR
Macedonian legislation are required to select a main
business activity code during the incorporation procedure.
Read More

Legal procedures for the registration of a new
commercial company in Albania
The new laws’ approval on the National Registration Center
and the commercial companies, respectively in 2007 and in
2008, represented a revolution in the process of the
registration of commercial companies in Albania.
Read More

About Eurofast
Eurofast is a regional business advisory organisation employing over 200 people in South East Europe and East
Mediterranean. The organisation is managed by a team of professionals capable of addressing all client needs
in all the countries of operation in the Region in one single meeting, using one single language for all the
countries involved. The fact that all local Eurofast companies are fully fledged subsidiaries of Eurofast enables us
to implement and maintain a uniform regionwide management policy with the same client focused approach and
partner led personal service.
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